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In an era when great ideas can sprout from any  corner of the world and IT has dramatically  reduced the
cost of accessing them, it’s now conv entional wisdom that v irtually  no company  should innov ate on its
own. The good news is that potential partners and way s to collaborate with them hav e both expanded
enormously  in number. The bad news is that greater choice has made the perennial management
challenge of selecting the best options much more difficult. Should y ou open up and share y our intellectual
property  with the community ? Should y ou nurture collaborativ e relationships with a few carefully
selected partners? Should y ou harness the “wisdom of crowds”? The ferv or around open models of
collaboration such as crowdsourcing notwithstanding, there is no best approach to lev eraging the power of
outsiders. Different modes of collaboration inv olv e different strategic trade-offs. Companies that choose the
wrong mode risk falling behind in the relentless race to dev elop new technologies, designs, products, and
serv ices.

All too often firms jump into relationships without considering their structure and organizing principles—
what we call the collaborative architecture. To help senior managers make better decisions about the kinds
of collaboration their companies adopt, we hav e dev eloped a relativ ely  simple framework. The product of
our 20 y ears of research and consulting in this area, it focuses on two basic questions: Giv en y our strategy ,
how open or closed should y our firm’s network of collaborators be? And who should decide which problems
the network will tackle and which solutions will be adopted?

Collaboration networks differ significantly  in the degree to which membership is open to any one who
wants to join. In totally  open collaboration, or crowdsourcing, ev ery one (suppliers, customers, designers,
research institutions, inv entors, students, hobby ists, and ev en competitors) can participate. A sponsor
makes a problem public and then essentially  seeks support from an unlimited number of problem solv ers,
who may  contribute if they believ e they  hav e capabilities and assets to offer. Open-source software projects
such as Linux, Apache, and Mozilla are examples of these networks. Closed networks, in contrast, are like
priv ate clubs. Here, y ou tackle the problem with one or more parties that you select because y ou deem
them to hav e capabilities and assets crucial to the sought-after innov ation.

Collaboration networks also differ fundamentally  in their form of gov ernance. In some the power to decide
which problems are most important, how they ’ll be solv ed, what constitutes an acceptable solution, and
which solutions should be implemented is completely  v ested in one firm in the network: the “kingpin.”
Such networks are hierarchical. Other networks are flat: The play ers are equal partners in the process and
share the power to decide key  issues.

Discussions of collaborativ e innov ation in both academic journals and the popular media often wrongly
link “openness” only  with “flatness”—and ev en suggest that open, flat approaches are alway s superior. The
notion is deeply  flawed, howev er.

As the exhibit “The Four Way s to Collaborate” shows, there are four basic modes of collaboration: a closed
and hierarchical network (an elite circle), an open and hierarchical network (an innovation mall), an open
and flat network (an innovation community), and a closed and flat network (a consortium).

The new leaders in innovation will be those who figure out the best way to
leverage a network of outsiders.
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The Four Way s to Collaborate (Located at the end of this article)

When figuring out which mode is most appropriate for a giv en innov ation initiativ e, a firm should
consider the trade-offs of each, weighing the modes’ adv antages against the associated challenges and
assessing the organizational capabilities, structure, and assets required to manage those challenges. (See
the exhibit “How to Choose the Best Mode of Collaboration.”) Its executiv es should then choose the mode
that best suits the firm’s strategy .

How to Choose the Best Mode of Collaboration (Located at the end of this article)

Open or Closed Network?

The costs of searching for, screening, and selecting contributors grow as the network becomes larger and
can become prohibitiv e. So understanding when y ou need a small or a large number of problem solv ers is
crucial. Closed modes, obv iously , tend to be much smaller than open ones.

When y ou use a closed mode, y ou are making two implicit bets: that y ou hav e identified the knowledge
domain from which the best solution to y our problem will come, and that y ou can pick the right
collaborators in that field. Alessi, an Italian company  famous for the postmodern design of its home
products, bet that postmodern architecture would be a fruitful domain for generating interesting product
ideas and that it could find the best people in that field to work with. It inv ited 200-plus collaborators from
that domain to propose product designs. If y ou don’t know where to look for solutions or who the key  play ers
are (and hav e no way  to find out), a closed mode like Alessi’s elite circle is a dangerous shot in the dark.

The big adv antage of an open network is its potential to attract an extremely  large number of problem
solv ers and, consequently , a v ast number of ideas. You do not need to identify  either the best knowledge
domains or the most appropriate experts in those domains. It’s like throwing an open house party : You just
make it known y ou are hav ing a party  and prov ide the right inducements, and (y ou hope) the right people
will show up.

With open participation, y ou don’t need to know y our contributors. Indeed, the fact that y ou don’t know
them can be particularly  v aluable; interesting innov ativ e solutions can come from people or organizations
y ou might nev er hav e imagined had something to contribute. That is the concept behind Threadless.com,
a largely  online retailer of T-shirts, whose designs come from the masses. By  operating an innov ation mall
where 600,000 members submit proposals for about 800 new designs weekly , Threadless gets a steady
flow of unusual and singular ideas. (Mall members and v isitors to the website v ote on the designs, but the
Threadless staff makes the final decision on which ones to produce and rewards their creators.)

Open modes, howev er, hav e their disadv antages. Notably , they ’re not as effectiv e as closed approaches in
identify ing and attracting the best play ers. That’s because as the number of participants increases, the
likelihood that a participant’s solution will be selected (especially  for an ambiguous problem) decreases.
The best parties, therefore, prefer to participate in closed relationships. Open modes work best when the
spread between the ideal solution and the av erage solution is not big and the consequences of missing out
on a much better solution from an elite play er are small.

Open modes are effectiv e only  under certain conditions. First, it must be possible to ev aluate proposed
solutions at a low cost. Sometimes the screening process is extremely  cheap and fast. (For instance, it might
be easy  to assess whether a particular module of software code works or has bugs.) In other cases, though,
the only  way  to find out whether an idea is worth pursuing is through expensiv e and time-consuming
experiments, and y ou’ll want to consider fewer (but better) ideas. The only  way  to do that is to inv ite
contributions from the problem solv ers that y ou think will hav e the best chance of prov iding good ideas.
That is, to opt for a closed mode.

Consider the following simple but scary  example. You hav e a serious illness, and y ou want to find the best
possible treatment. Employ ing an open mode, y ou post y our problem on the internet, ask for adv ice, and
get 50 ideas that look interesting. But immediately , y ou face two issues. The first is what statisticians refer
to as a sample selection problem: Are these the best 50 ideas out there? May be the most knowledgeable
doctors are so busy  treating patients that they  don’t participate in these forums, and only  the doctors who
hav e time on their hands (a bad sign for sure!) responded. The second issue is that y ou hav e to inv est a lot
of time and resources to ev aluate the 50 ideas (v isiting doctors and so on). Ev en worse, y ou may  hav e only
one shot at getting the right treatment. (Are y ou really  going to “try  out” more than one surgery ?) That is
why  when confronted with a medical problem, we might do some research to identify  elite specialists, pick
one, and then seek a second opinion from one or two others.
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Alessi is in a similar boat. Giv en the large population of designers, it could easily  launch an open design
competition for, say , a corkscrew on its website. With its high standing in the world of design, the firm
would probably  attract many  proposals. Howev er, it is not posing technical problems that hav e one or a
few optimal solutions that can be clearly  defined, thereby  allowing contributors to screen many  of their
ideas themselv es. Alessi is looking for concepts whose v alue is based on intangible properties such as
aesthetics and emotional and sy mbolic content. Since there is no clear right or wrong answer, Alessi could
receiv e thousands of proposals, creating a massiv e ev aluation burden for the company . And because the
company ’s strategy  is to offer products with radical designs that anticipate market needs, its offerings often
initially  confuse consumers. Therefore it can’t shift the ev aluation burden to customers by  asking them
which designs they  prefer, as Threadless does. That’s why  Alessi has to ensure that it will receiv e a few
good ideas from a relativ e handful of contributors.

Another requirement of open modes is that participating in them must be easy . This is possible when a
problem can be partitioned into small, well-defined chunks that play ers can work on autonomously  at a
fairly  low cost. Someone creating a potential decoration for a Threadless T-shirt doesn’t need sophisticated
design infrastructure or knowledge of how the company  will knit y arns or tailor shirts. The inherently
modular structure of the Linux open-source community  allows software dev elopers to create code for new
features without touching other parts of the application, which has more than four million lines of code.
Ov er the past decade, such open collaboration has been made easier by  information platforms that allow
participants to make contributions, share work, and observ e the solutions of others.

Of course, not all problems can be partitioned into small, discrete chunks. For example, the dev elopment of
radically  new product concepts or product architectures is an integral task that has to be embraced in its
entirety . In such cases, closed modes that prov ide an env ironment where collaborators can closely  interact
must be employ ed. This is what led IBM to inv ite a handful of selected partners (including Siemens,
Samsung, Freescale, Infineon, and STMicroelectronics) to join its Microelectronics Joint Dev elopment
Alliance consortia for dev eloping semiconductor technologies such as memory , silicon-on-insulator
components, and chip-manufacturing processes.

Flat or Hierarchical Governance?

As discussed earlier, the chief distinction between a hierarchical and a flat form of gov ernance is who gets
to define the problem and choose the solution. In the hierarchical form, a specific organization has this
authority , which prov ides it with the adv antage of being able to control the direction of the innov ation
efforts and capture more of the innov ation’s v alue. In the flat form, these decisions are either decentralized
or made jointly  by  some or all collaborators; the adv antage here is the ability  to share with others the
costs, risks, and technical challenges of innov ating.

Hierarchical gov ernance is desirable when y our organization has the capabilities and knowledge needed to
define the problem and ev aluate proposed solutions. Consider companies that post scientific problems on
the innov ation mall InnoCentiv e.com. The problems are generally  smaller pieces of the sponsors’ much
larger R&D programs. These kingpins hav e a clear understanding of the relev ant technologies and markets
(user needs and functional requirements) and can define the sy stem configuration and coordinate the work
of v arious collaborators.

Conv ersely , flat modes work well when no single organization has the necessary  breadth of perspectiv e or
capabilities. Look again at open-source software projects. These often dev elop v ery  specific modules of code
to address problems that users hav e encountered (a bug in an existing piece of code or the need for a specific
hardware driv er). In this case, the users are best positioned to dev ise and test solutions because they ’re
closest to the problem. Indeed, they  usually  hav e discov ered the problem in the first place. Or take IBM’s
microelectronics consortia. Since semiconductor companies other than IBM possessed critical knowledge,
skills, and assets needed for microprocessor design, a hierarchical structure would hav e made no sense.

Flat modes are also appropriate when collaborators all hav e a v ested interest in how a particular problem
is solv ed and will participate only  if they  get some say  in the decisions. For example, all the members of the
IBM consortia formed ov er the y ears hav e expected to use in their own factories and product lines the
technologies they  dev elop collaborativ ely . For this reason, IBM and its partners chose a gov ernance
structure that prov ided each a strong v oice in how the technology  is dev eloped.

Designing incentiv es—both financial and nonfinancial—that attract external collaborators is crucial with
any  of the four modes of collaboration. Nonfinancial rewards like high v isibility  in the job market, an
enhanced reputation among a peer group, the psy chological fulfillment of pursuing a strong interest, and
the chance to use solutions in one’s own business can replace or complement monetary  rewards. There are
no hard rules about which incentiv es work best with particular forms of collaboration. Although people
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often associate psy chological fulfillment with innov ation communities, it can be a powerful incentiv e in
the other modes as well. For example, Alessi not only  shares roy alties from sales with the designers in its
elite circle but also includes their names in product marketing and offers them a high degree of freedom in
the design process.

A Matter of Strategy

Choosing a collaboration mode inv olv es more than understanding the trade-offs. A firm must take into
account its strategy  for building and capturing v alue. And as the strategy  ev olv es, the right mode of
collaboration might change, too.

Consider the approach that Apple used in dev eloping software for the iPhone and how it changed ov er time.
A key  part of Apple’s business strategy  (across all its products) has been to maintain the integrity  of its
sy stems. Indeed, one of the joy s (and thus differentiators) of an Apple product is that ev ery thing—the
machine’s hardware, software, and peripherals—seems to work together so seamlessly . Historically , this
kept Apple more oriented toward closed modes, where it could better control the components that
influenced the user’s experience. The company  took that approach in dev eloping the first generations of the
iPhone as well and relied on elite circles to dev elop early  applications for it.

Howev er, once the iPhone was established, Apple faced the challenge of adding software functionality  and
applications that would fuel more growth. Our framework helps map out the v arious options Apple had. It
could define the applications it thought would be useful (for example, a way  to sy nchronize the iPhone with
v arious mobile banking sy stems) and then engage the best software designers to dev elop them (the elite
circle mode again). It could partition the dev elopment of particular applications into simple chunks and
then go to a bazaar like TopCoder.com and tap hordes of software dev elopers to write code for each chunk
(the innov ation mall mode). It could release a dev elopment package to third-party  dev elopers and let them
define and create applications that would be useful (the innov ation community  mode). Or Apple could
work jointly  with a firm like Intuit to create mobile banking software (the consortium mode). Each of these
modes could certainly  generate new applications, but each would hav e a v ery  different impact on the
iPhone platform.

To stick with the elite circle mode, Apple needed to feel confident that it knew which applications customers
would want and could identify  the best partners for creating them. Giv en the huge v ariety  of potential
applications, Apple realized that there was no way  that, either alone or with a small group of collaborators,
it could anticipate all the applications that an iPhone owner might find useful or just fun. So it opted to
encourage a thousand flowers to bloom and allow the market to decide which ones should be picked. This
reasoning ruled out the elite circle, the consortium, and the innov ation mall. Accordingly , Apple
introduced a kit in March 2008 that allows a community  of third-party  dev elopers to create applications
based on the iPhone OS platform and prov ide them to users directly  through the iPhone. (If an application
is not free, the dev elopers keep 7 0% of its rev enues and Apple gets 30%.)

The rollout of mobile phones using Android, Google’s operating sy stem, could prompt Apple to adopt a two-
part collaboration strategy . Since Android is open-source software, it may  attract an ev en larger
community  of dev elopers than the iPhone. So Apple might decide to supplement the applications dev eloped
by  third parties with proprietary  hardware features conceiv ed by  its own staff and created with the help of
elite circles of hardware manufacturers. That illustrates another important point: Companies can use a
combination of collaboration modes simultaneously  to support their strategies.

IBM’s successful use of both an innov ation community  and consortia to support the strategy  of its serv er
and mainframe computer businesses is an excellent real example. IBM’s strategy  is to compete on the basis
of hardware differentiation and serv ice. Toward that end, the company  has striv en to commoditize
operating sy stems by  embracing Linux and participating activ ely  in the open-source community —one of
the first major computer makers to do so. But to continue to differentiate its hardware, IBM needs to stay
on the leading edge of microprocessor technology . Giv en the increasing scale required to keep up with the
likes of Intel, IBM turned to its consortia of semiconductor companies, which hav e shared dev elopment
costs. This combination of innov ation approaches has allowed IBM to gain market share in an intensely
competitiv e and dy namic market.

As IBM illustrates, a key  component of strategy  is exploiting a firm’s unique assets and capabilities. In
choosing one or more collaborativ e modes, a firm’s senior managers therefore must ask: Which of our
unique assets and capabilities are we try ing to enhance the v alue of? And what’s the best way  to enhance
it?

A firm’s collaboration capability  itself can be exploited for profit. InnoCentiv e.com, for example, is a spin-
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off of an innov ation mall dev eloped by  Eli Lilly  for internal purposes. Alessi is now lev eraging the v alue of
its connections with more than 200 designers by  assisting companies in other businesses with product
design. Alessi helps them identify  the designers (usually  from its own network) who can best address their
specific needs. In return, Alessi receiv es roy alties from sales of the resulting products—which now account
for almost 30% of its rev enues.

A New Source of Advantage

As with any  strategic v ariable, collaborativ e approaches to innov ation offer an array  of choices and
complex trade-offs. As the examples in this article suggest, each approach can be highly  effectiv e under the
right conditions. Senior managers need to be wary  of the notion that one ty pe of collaboration is superior to
others. Open is not alway s better than closed, and flat is not alway s better than hierarchical.

Dev eloping an effectiv e approach to collaboration starts with a solid understanding of y our company ’s
strategy . What is the business problem y ou want innov ation to solv e? Are y ou (like Alessi) try ing to create
a distinctiv e product that breaks boundaries? Are y ou (like IBM) try ing to keep up with larger riv als (like
Intel and Taiwan Semiconductor) in an intense technology  race? Or are y ou (like Apple today ) looking to
broadly  expand the applications of y our product?

Companies must also ask what unique capabilities they  bring to the collaborativ e process. Firms with deep
relationships in a space, for example, are much better positioned to exploit an elite circle mode than a
newcomer is.

It’s not surprising, then, that differences in strategy  and capabilities can lead to different kinds of
collaboration networks competing against one another in the same industry . Thus, the task of senior
leadership in innov ation has broadened and become truly  strategic. It is no longer just a matter of hiring
the most talented and creativ e people or establishing the right internal env ironment for innov ation. The
new leaders in innov ation will be those who can understand how to design collaboration networks and how
to tap their potential.

The Four Ways to Collaborate

There are two basic issues that executiv es should consider when deciding how to collaborate on a giv en
innov ation project: Should membership in a network be open or closed? And, should the network’s
gov ernance structure for selecting problems and solutions be flat or hierarchical? This framework rev eals
four basic modes of collaboration.
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How to Choose the Best Mode of Collaboration

When selecting a mode of collaborativ e innov ation, executiv es need to consider the distinct strategic trade-
offs of each mode. Below are some important adv antages and challenges of the different approaches to
collaboration, and examples of capabilities, assets, processes, and kinds of problems that make each easier
to carry  out.
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